Series 18: Languages
French

1. ‘Que Dit-on?,’ De La Perrelle, Leonard P. Sollohub, Nicolas, 1947
2. ‘Nos Voisins Francais,’ Tomlinson, Leila, 1951
3. ‘French Topic Vocabulary and 850 Idioms,’ De Noskowski, L., 1960
4. ‘En Route pour le Midi,’ (Part of ‘The Dolphine Series of Easier French Texts’), Adair, H.N. and D. no date
5. ‘Le Precieux Parchemin,’ Guillemin, Anne, 1951
6. ‘French Prose from Calvin to Anatole France,’ Ritchie, R.L. Graeme. Moore, James M., 1925
7. ‘Lingnaphone Travel Course – French,’ Bourgeois, Louis, 1927
8. ‘La tache Du Petit Pierre,’ (Part of ‘Health’s Modern Language Series’), Mairet, Jeanne, 1919
10. ‘Suzanne Goes to Brittany,’ Matchett, Grace, 1954
11. ‘Suzanne Goes to Market,’ Matchett, Grace, 1954
12. ‘Macmillan’s Progressive French Reader, 1, First Year,’ Fasnacht, G-Eugene, 1900
14. ‘Notes on French,’ Blackwell, Basil
15. ‘French Essay Writing,’ Williams, J. M. Legavelier, Michel, 1959
17. ‘French Classroom Comedies,’ Elston C.J., 1953
18. ‘Simple French Plays,’ Titterton, Julia, 1930
20. ‘Nous Les Gosses,’ (Part of the ‘Creative Language Series’), Mallinson, Vernon, (Editor), 1949
21. ‘Cours de Francais – Methode Orale Volume 1,’ Themoin, F., 1923

22. ‘Versions et Themes Frariais,’ Brockie, C., 1948

23. ‘The Groundwork of French Prose Composition,’ Woodward, Lionel D. and Gibson, James, 1935

24. ‘La Bateau et la Bicyclette,’ Butlin, Frances M, 1954

25. ‘Creative French Book 2,’ (Part of the ‘Creative Language Series’), Mallinson, Vernon, 1950
   ‘Creative French Book 3,’ (Part of the ‘Creative Language Series’), Mallinson, Vernon, 1952

26. ‘French Exercises for Schools,’ O’Hair, Lorna (ed.), 1953


28. ‘Sons le ciel de Provence,’ (Part of the ‘Dolphin Series of Easier French Texts’), Adair, H.N.D., no date

29. ‘French Idioms (with exercises) for Learning and Matriculation Work,’ Smythe, P. E., no date


31. ‘Speak French,’ Taylor, Suzanne, 1953

32. ‘A New Simpler French Course,’ Whitmarsh, W. F. H., 1960

33. ‘Causeries Familieres,’ (First Series, New Edition), Boyd, Jarah Christine, 1899

34. ‘Siepmann’s School Certificate French Course, First Part,’ Siepmann, Otto, 1930

35. ‘Floraison Book 10 alternative,’ (Part of the Health-Chicago French Series), Bond, F. (Ed), 1952

36. ‘Living French First Year Pupils,’ Savage H

37. ‘De quoi encore?,’ Aveline, Claude, 1955


41. ‘Modern French Unseen,’ Burg, Marie, 1960
42. ‘Le Francais Des Francais,’ Howse, F.W.J., 1952
43. ‘A Rational French Course Part One,’ Skinner, John W. and Edwards, G. J., 1933
44. ‘Lectures Choices,’ Baker, Lillian A, 1960
45. ‘Cours Moderne, Part-Junior,’ Ascher J & Hatfield, H. A., 1960
46. ‘Lectures, et, Exercises Pratiques,’ Berbiers, John D and Cullerne, A C, 1952
47. A la Recherche Du Francais, Book 4, Cole, E. and P.J., 1959
48. ‘Nouveau cours de Francais,’ (4th Volume) Ceppi, Marc Carre, A.L., 1952
49. ‘French Papers with Aural Tests,’ Bryant, A.D., 1955
50. ‘Colloquial French for the English,’ (The Pupil’s Book), Stephen, E.M. and Jones, Daniel, 1928
52. ‘The Public School Elementary French Grammar,’ Brachet, Auguste, 1907
53. ‘Ex Deprimez-vows,’ Gallimore, J., 1955
54. ‘A Propos Book 2,’ Grayson, Denis, 1958
55. ‘A Propos Book 2,’ Grayson, Denis, 1956
56. ‘Dessins Parlant,’ Guillemin, Anne, 1953
57. ‘Bell’s French Course Part 2,’ Atherton, R. P., 1905
59. ‘Six Short French Plays,’ Smith, Evelyn, 1956
60. ‘Le Notaire du Havre,’ Duhamal, Georges, 1952
61. ‘First French Book,’ Mackay, D & Curtis, F. J., 1909
62. ‘Recits Historiques Volume 2,’ Guizot, Francois, 1891
64. ‘Four French Plays,’ Linton, Maraget, 1954
65. ‘Le Semeur De Reves,’ Careme, Maurice, 1953
66. ‘Dix Contes,’ Maupassant, Guy, 1952
67. ‘Repondez s’il vous plait,’ Timms, W W., 1953
68. ‘Causeries et Exercises Francais,’ Berbiers, John D & Cullerne, A. C., 1954
69. ‘Les Sons – Sols de la France Ed Foster, A.E.,’ (‘This is a New Oxford French Reader Grade 3’), Gaughan H.R., 1957
70. ‘Les Cheraliers de l’Air,’ (‘A New Oxford Reader, Grade 3’), Foster A E (Editor), 1955
72. ‘Ma Premiere Annee De Francais,’ Smith, Sheila M, 1954
73. ‘Histories Illustrees – Free Composition in French,’ Richardson, G. & Fletcher, W., 1951 [x 2 copies]
74. ‘La Revue des Seures No 4,’ (French magazine for students)
75. ‘Allons, Jouer!,’ Elston, C.S., 1952
76. ‘Le Charmant Pays de France,’ Ed. Collins, Herbert F, 1953
77. ‘Au Lycee a Paris,’ Hugues, R, 1960
78. ‘Explanatory French Grammar for Early & Intermediate Years,’ Jones, Frank, B., 1956
79. ‘Practice in French Interpretation,’ Bisset, A.B., Brodie, E. G. Forbes, C.D., 1952
80. ‘The Phonetics of French,’ Armstrong, Lilias E, 1959
81. ‘Key to Heath’s New Practical French Grammar,’ Bell, Captain C. W. & Robertson, William, 1922
82. ‘Une Centaine D’Annies De Poesie Francais,’ Forrest, F. M., 1954
83. ‘Le Francais Vivant, Quatrienne Lime,’ Kenyon, K. W., 1952
84. ‘The Initial Stage in French by the Direct Method Part 2,’ Waterhouse, E. G. & Snowden, O. A, 1919
85. ‘Practice Sentences and Passages for French Composition,’ Cullerne, A. C., 1951
86. ‘Pour Une Epingle,’ De Saint-Germain, J. T. Kastner, V., 1985
87. ‘French Translation and Composition,’ Sutcliffe, K. E., 1951
89. ‘Dent’s First Exercises in French Grammar,’ (Part of ‘Dent’s Modern Language Series’), Batchelor, F. M. S., 1918
90. ‘Contes D’Vne Petitie Ville,’ Ceppi, Marc, 1956
93. ‘Contes Humorisiques,’ Carre, A. L., 1952
94. ‘L’Homme aux Mains Rouges and other Stories,’ Calvert, F. I., 1954
95. ‘Twentieth Century French Reader,’ Harmer, L. C., 1953
96. ‘Une Centaine D’Annees De Poesie Francais,’ Forrest, F. M., 1954
97. ‘French Prose and Poetry for Interpretation,’ Kennedy, Margaret, 1952
98. ‘Grammaire des Grammaines,’ De Fivas, V., 1885
99. ‘Macmillan’s French Composition, First Course,’ Fasnacht, G. Eugene, 1888
100. ‘Le Francea’s Moderne 1960, Part one,’ Lageard, Guy
101. ‘Souvenirs D’vne Parrsienne Aux Antiposdes,’ Niau, Marie Rousselet, 1930
102. ‘En Marche,’ Saxelby, E. Cours de Francais 2,’ 1937
103. ‘Joyeuses Vacances,’ (A Second Year French Reader), Baker, Lilian A., 1957
104. ‘French Oval Practice for GCE,’ Baker, Lilian A., 1957
105. ‘Siepmann’s Primary French Course, Part 1.,’ Siepmann, Otto, 1902
106. ‘General Certificate French Composition and Translation,’ Homer, N. Rosalind, 1953
107. ‘Poems de Nos Jours,’ Martin, Alison A., 1954
108. 'Poems of France,' Whitmarsh, W. F. H., 1952

109. 'Fables Choisies,' Chambaud, L., No date

110. 'Contes Choisis De Guy de Maupassant,' (Part of Harrap’s Modern Language Series) Maupassant, Guy de, 1920

111. 'Macmillan’s Progressive French Course, First Year,' Fasnacht, G. Eugene, 1888

112. 'Junior Passage for French Aural Comprehension,' Baker, Lilian A., 1952

113. 'Thirty French Poems,' Chisholm, A. R., 1957

114. 'Savcey’s Le Siege De Paris,' (‘Part of Heath’s Modern Languages Series’), Sarcey, Francique, No date.

115. 'Poemes Choisis,' Du Pontet, R. L.A., No date

116. 'Signe Picpus,' Simenon, Georges, 1952

117. 'Moliere Simplifie,' Molieke, 1947

118. 'Sept Petites Croix Dans Un Carnet,' Simenon, Georges, 1952

119. 'Le Tresor de M Toupie,' (‘New Oxford French Reading Grade 1 ’), Du Genestoux, Magdeleine, 1954

120. 'Mots Croises,' Eden, J. l. No Date

121. 'My First French Book,' (Part of Blackie’s Modern Language Series), Ninet, Marguerite, No date

122. 'Translations of Contes le la France, Contemporaire and French Poetry for Students,' (Written for the French Learning Centbreak, Victoria, 1933-4), Harden, Ernest

123. Schneider’s First Year’s French Course

124. 'Modern Method French Course Book 2,' Crampton, E. B. & Loveman, C.E., 1985

125. 'Wellington College French Grammar,' Eleventh ed., Eve, H. W. and De Baudiss, F., 1892

126. 'Manual of French Pronunciation and Diction,' Jack, J. W., 1922

127. 'Liberte Liberte Cherie,' (‘A new Oxford French Readers, Grade 2 ’), Kessel, Joseph and Giraud, Henn, 1956

128. 'Dictees et Versions Francais,' Kirby, Frank G., 1935
129. ‘A French Grammar for Schools’, Fasnaght, G. E., 1897

130. ‘Heath’s Practical French Grammar,’ (Part of ‘Heath’s Modern Language Series’), Fraser, W. H. & Squair, J

131. ‘Object Lemons in French, Book 2,’ Cran, Alec, 1900

132. ‘Intermediate Exercises in French Grammar and Composition,’ (Part of ‘Harrap’s Modern Language Series’), Bell, C. W., 1914

133. ‘Le Ballon Rouge,’ Lamorisse, Albert. E., 1959

134. ‘En Marge des Temps Modernes,’ (‘New Oxford French Readers Grade 3’) de Villermont, H. A. 1955

135. ‘French for first Examinations,’ Hermus, C. and Lester, D.N.R., 1956

136. ‘Living French,’ Knight, T. W., 1952

137. ‘La Narration Francaise,’ Lebonnois, M. A., 1934


139. ‘French Thought and Style,’ Ed, Jenkins, Marjorie M, 1951


141. ‘French for First Term,’ Murphy, Peter L. 1930

142. ‘Celebroms les Fetes!’
    Henry, Joan 1956

D233/18/143 French in 30 Lessons
La. Martine, Emile 24th Ed. 1927
(Part of Roston’s Pictorial Language Series)

D233/18/144 Tvois Heros
Hubbard, T. L.W. 1953
(New Oxford French Readers Grade 2)

D233/18/145 Contes Amusants
Strauss, G. H. 1958

D233/18/146 Le Cirque Zanzibar
Lafitte, Lucette 1960

D233/18/147 La Maison Dans La Montagne
Jack, J. 1951

(Part of a series of French Readers “Contes Faciles”)

D233/18/148 Petites Histoires 1952
Richardson, G & Fletcher, W.

D233/18/149 Ma Vie Dukieme Partie
Lockhart, Margaret D

D233/18/150 Contes Divertissant
Ceppi, Marc 1954

D233/18/151 Les Chagrins D’Horace
Coulson, Evelyn L 1958

D233/18/152 Le Client Le Plus Obstine Du Monde
Simenon, Georges 1951

D233/18/153 Premier De Cordee
Frison – Roche, R. 1953

D233/18/154 Poncette
Beal, Denise 1953

D233/18/155 Emile et les Detectives
Kastner, Erich 1934

D233/18/156 Macmillan’s Progressive French course, Third Year
Eugene-Fasnacht, G. 1989

D233/18/157 Caron’s First French Reading Book
Caron, Jules 12th Edition 1885

D233/18/158 My Talking Book – French in the Secondary School,
Third and Four Years
Coulson, Evelyn L. 1954

D233/18/159 Fifty French Proses for Learning Certificate Course
Goffet, A. C. R. & Hartley, Kelver 1943

D233/18/160 Pierre En Danger
Gilbert, Robin 1954

D233/18/161 Maraouna du Bambassou
(New Oxford French Readers Grade 2)
Guillot, Rene 1956

D233/18/162 Premier Livve De Francais
Kennedy, Margaret 1953
D233/18/163  Deuxième Civne De Francais 1953
Kennedy, Margaret

D233/18/164  Troisiene Livre De Francais, 1954
Kennedy, Margaret

D233/18/165  Supplementary Exercises to Macmillan’s Progressive French Course, First Year
Eugene-Fasnach T. G.  1894

D233/18/166  Le Gai Voyage
Ledesert, R. P. L. & D. M.  1954

D233/18/167  Silbermann
De Lagretelle, Jacquest 1954
(Part of the Heinemann Creative Language Series)

D233/18/168  La Maison d’Autrefois
Danpierre, J. J.  1958
(Part of a collection “Live et Savoir”)

D233/18/169  Les Trois Aveugles (New Oxford French Readers, Grade 1)
Lockhart, L. Bruce 1954

D233/18/170  Sacs et Parchemins
Sandeau, Jules 1899
(Part of “Siepmann’s French Series Advanced”)

D233/18/171  Class-book of French Compositions
Blouet, Paul 1892

D233/18/172  Grammaire des Grammaires
De Fivas, V 53rd Ed  1894

D233/18/173  Histoire do L’Aviation
Dollfus, Charles

D233/18/174  Mon Livre Francais No 1
Wells, Sydney W.
Mon Livre Francais No 2.
Wells, Sydney W.
Mon Livre Francais No 3.
Wells, Sydney W.

D233/18/175  Fetes de France
Lafitte, Lucette 1957
D233 Doris Chadwick Collection (History of School Education in Australasia)

D233/18/176 Illustrated Methods for Easily Learning or Teaching French, First Book, 2nd Edition
Perier, EDW 1900

D233/18/177 Antoine Chasseur,
Lafitte, Lucett No date

D233/18/178 French Passages for Unseen Translation
Parry, H.1907

D233/18/179 Carrousel No. 1.
Carrousel No. 3
Carrousel No. 15
(Magazine for French Students)
Ed. Mary Glasgow

D233/18/180 Ca va No 1, Janvier 1955 (Magazine for Students of French)
Ed. Mary Glasgow

D233/18/181 French Vocabularies for Repetition 3rd Edition
Spiers, Victor 1903

D233/18/182 Four Easy Stories in French
Murphy, Peter L. 1931

D233/18/183 Les Enfants de Chez Nous,
Lumsden, Gladys M. 1953

D233/18/184 French without Tears, Book 1
Bell, Lady circa 1895

D233/18/185 Mon Oncle et Mon Cure, 1927
De la BRETE, Jeass
(Part of Siepmann’s French Series, Advanced)

D233/18/186 Francois et L’Armee Secrete 1957
Roberts, Daniel
Les Astronautes
Ledesert, R. P. L. & D. M. 1956

D233/18/187 Adventures et Mesauentures,
Savage, H. No date

D233/18/188 French Linguaphone Course for Advanced Students
Published by the Linguaphone Institute

D233/18/189 Histoires Gaies
Potts, Elizabeth 1956
D233 Doris Chadwick Collection (History of School Education in Australasia)

D233/18/190  Histoires Dvoles  
Potts, Elizabeth 1956

D233/18/191  Au Rendez-vous de l'venture  
Potts, E. 1959

D233/18/192  Roland  
Purvis, H. and White, J. E. 1957  
(An Oxford Easy French Reader)

D233/18/193  Bethe Aux Granfs Pieds  
Purvis, H & White, J. E. 1957  
(An Oxford Easy French Reader)

D233/18/194  Huon De Bordeaux  
Purvis, H. & White, J. E.  
(An Oxford Easy French Reader) 1957

D233/18/195  Le Texte Explique  
Groves, E. J. A. (Editor) 1918

D233/18/196  Twentieth Century French Translation Passages – Prose and Verse  
Lough, John and Muriel 1953

D233/18/197  Remi et ses Amis (from Part 1 of Sans Fanville)  
Malot, Hector 1954

D233/18/198  Second French Book  
Mackay, D & Curtis, F. J. 7th Ed 1914

D233/18/199  Le Drole  
Mauriac, Francois 1955

D233/18/200  Aventure A Fronac  
Marsh, J. G. 1954

D233/18/201  Contes et legends Book 1  
Guerber, H. A. 1913

D233/18/202  Jean et Jeannette  
Gautier, Theophile 1934

D233/18/203  Ecoutez Biess!  
Muir, John N. 1952

D233/18/204  MacMillan’s Progressive French Reader, Second Year
D233 Doris Chadwick Collection (History of School Education in Australasia)

Eugene-Fasnacht, G. 1884

D233/18/205 Contes et Legendes Book 1
Guerber, H. A. 1905

D233/18/206 Colomba
Merimee, Prosper 1904

D233/18/207 French and English Phrase Book ?

D233/18/208 Language Laboratory Patterns Drills in French Basic Series
Adam, J B. 1964

D233/18/209 Le Vieillard Au Porte-Mine
Simenon, Georges 1955

D233/18/210 Le Bailli de Melun et La Vraie Peur
Ed. Harden E. 1942 (A Consolidated Press Simple French Reader)

D233/18/211 The Initial Stage in French by the Direct Method – A Handbook for Teachers
Waterhouse, E. G. and Snowden, J. A. 1917

D233/18/212 French Tales of Our Time
Lough, W. 1954

D233/18/213 La Fontaine and Other French Poets Vol 1
Harden, E 1946
La Fontaine and other French Poets Vol 2
Harden, E. 1946

D233/18/214 Translation From and Into French
Bearman, Ethel C 1926
(Part of Dent’s Modern Language Series)

D233/18/215 Friquet, Pilote de Cigne
Harden, E. 1941
(Confirmed as “Simple French Readers”) Consolidated Press

D233/18/216 Loup, le Detective Canin
Harden, E.
(Consolidated Press Simple French Readers) 1941

D233/18/217 MacMillan’s Progressive French Reader, Second Year
Eugene-Fasnacht, G. 1890

D233/18/218 Trois Explorateurs
(New Oxford French Readers Grade 1)
D233 Doris Chadwick Collection (History of School Education in Australasia)

Hubbard, T.L.W. 1955

D233/18/219 Selected Short Stories
Maupassant, Guy de, 1959

D233/18/220 Cinq Annees De Francais, Books 1,2,3,4,5, 1958-61
M. Shocket

D233/18/221 La Jeune Siberienne et le Lepreux de La Cite D’Aoste
Maistre, Xavier de 1886
(Part of ‘Macmillan’s Primary Series of French and German Readers)

D233/18/222 Les Astronautes
Ledesert, R.P.L. & D.M.
George Harrap, London, 1956

D233/18/223 La Famille Sensine
Garrett, N.H.
George Harrap, London, 1953

Missing Key to the Class – Book of French Composition
Blouet, L. Paul No date

Missing Bracquart
Marie-Louise 1961

D233/18 German

D233/18/224 ‘Illustrierte Geschichten – Free Composition In German’
1953 Richardson, G and Fletcher, W

D233/18/225 ‘Meyers Kinder-Welatlas’
1960 Meyer

D233/18/226 ‘German, Dialogues for Beginners’
1954 Gallimore, N.W.

D233/18/227 ‘Hans and Willi’
1952 Sperber, Milo

D233/18/228 ‘Selections From Adalbert Shifter’
1952 Stifter

D233/18/229 ‘Wilhelm Tell’
1924 Schiller, Friedrich

D233/18/230 ‘Selections from Albert Schwitzer’
1953 Schweitzer

D233/18/231  ‘The German Reader, Part 2’  1877
Otto, Emil 2n ed: ‘Modern German Short Stories – Third Series’
Eggeling, H.F.

D233/18/232  ‘Furf Novellen/Five Stories’
Jacobs, W. W (Part of ‘Bilingual Series’)

D233/18/233  ‘Aus Der Heimat’
1953 Southwell, Kathleen A

D233/18/234  ‘Auf Resen’
1953 Southwell, Kathleen A

D233/18/235  ‘Sieben Jahre in Tibet’
1958 Harrer, Heinrich

D233/18/236  ‘Wir Spielen Theater’
1955 Williamson, A. M.

D233/18/237  ‘Praktisches Deutsch’
1960 Nicholson, J.A.

D233/18/238  ‘Der Junge Englander’
1961 Hauff, Wilhelm

D233/18/239  ‘Der Komet und andere Geschichten’
1942 Fabrizius, Peter

D233/18/240  ‘Der Schwarze teufel and andere Geschichten’
1942 Fabriziul, Peter

D233/18/241  ‘Kleiner Wortschatz’
1956 Meras, Albert A and Miller, Maud

D233/18/242  Die Siebzehn Kamele and andere Geschichten
Fabrizius, Peter, 1949

D233/18/243  ‘Gesprochenses Deutsch’
1955 Flehinger, Arthur

D233/18/244  ‘Neues Deutschland’
1955 Natan, Alex

D233/18/245  ‘John Erlebt Deutschland’
1955 Gretton, Wanda
D233/18/246 ‘Das Kleeblatt’
1956 Jenner, D

D233/18/247 ‘Der Spanisch Rosenstock with 2 other Stories’
Bergengruen, Werner, 1956

D233/18/248 ‘Bei Jurgess in Lubeck’
1955 Orton, Eric

D233/18/249 ‘A First German Reader’
circa 1906 Savory, D.L.

D233/18/250 ‘Hans Wilhelm’
1947 Smith, Zlexandra

D233/18/251 ‘Versteh Mich Recht!’
1955 Marx, Cecilia and McCallum, Archibald

D233/18/252 ‘A Book of German Idioms’
1955 Scheyer, E and Weil, R.W.E

D233/18/253 ‘Polizeiwagen 220’
1967 Bentz, Hans G
(part of a series ‘Die Moderne Lesereihe’)

D233/18/254 ‘Grete Minde’
1955 Fontane, Theodor

D233/18/255 ‘Das Schone Deutschland Erster Teil’
1955 Anderson, Walter E

D233/18/256 ‘Das Gehimnis Vom Kuckuckshof’
1942 Lepman, Jella

D233/18/257 In der Stadt’
1955 Meyer, Erika

D233/18/258 ‘Auf dem Dorfe’
1955 Meyer Erika

D233/18/259 ‘Denken Und Schafen’
1957 Southwell, Kathleen A

D233/18/260 ‘Peter Schlemihls’
Chamisso, Adelbert 1955

D233/18/261 ‘Classified German Unseens’
1952 Evason, H.S.
D233 Doris Chadwick Collection (History of School Education in Australasia)

D233/18/262  ‘German Science Text’
1943  Coverlid, Dorothea R and Loewe Fritz P

D233/18/263  ‘The Linguaphone German Course’
1925 Baumann, Henry

D233/18/264  ‘Heute and Morgen Book 3’
1956 Freudenberger, Marthe

‘Heute und Morgen’ Book 2’
1955  Kelber, Magda and Freudenberger, Marthe

D233/18/265  ‘German Prose Composition for Sixth Forms’
1954 Dutton, W. M.

D233/18/266  ‘Deutschlernen Ist Ein Spiel’
1955 Harold, J.J.

D233/18/267  ‘Aural Composition in German’
1956  Dening, R.G.

D233/18/268  ‘das Hornunger Heimweb’
1957 Bergengruen, Werner

D233/18/269  ‘Modern German Short Stories’ Series 3,
Selected and edited by Eggeling, H.F.
Oxford 1954

D233/18/270  ‘A Complete German Grammar’
Oswald, A. Glassgow 1941

D233/18/271  ‘Selections From Adalbert Stifter’
Edited By Spalding, Keith
London. MacMillian & Co 1952

D233/18/272  ‘Mein Erstes Deutsches Buch’
Jenner, D. London 1948

D233/18  Greek

D233/18/273  ‘Greek Prose Composition’ North, M.A. and Hillard, A.E.
1906 (5th Edition)

D233/18/274  ‘Greek Vocabulary and Idiom for Higher Forms’
Bullick, W.J and Harrison, J A 1960
D233/18/275 ‘Initia Graeca – Part 1 – A First Greek Course’
Smith, William 1882

D233/18/276 ‘The Story of Orestes’ Aeschylus 1955
(Part of the series: Modern School Classics)

D233/18/277 ‘Introduction to Continuous Greek Prose Composition’
Nash-Williams, A.H. 1948

D233/18/278 ‘A Greek Boy At Home’
Rouse, W.H.D. 1909

D233/18/279 ‘A Greek Prose Usage’
Thompson, G.S. 1955

D233/18/280 ‘A First Greek Writer’
Sidgwick, A. 1916

D233/18/281 ‘A Practical Introduction to Greek Prose Composition: Part 1’
13th Ed. Arnold, Thomas Kerchever

D233/18/282 ‘From Pericles to Cleophon – A Source Book and Reader in
Athenian Politics’ Warman, M.S. and Sutherland, I and
MacDonald, C. 1954

D233/18/283 ‘Latin Prose Through English Idiom’
Abbott, Edwin, 1883

D233/18/284 Horace, Odes Book 3
1953 Horace
(Part of a series ‘Modern school Classics’)

D233/18/285 ‘The Helvetian War ‘
Caesar 1953
(A Modern School Classic)
(Part of a series ‘Modern school Classics’)

D233/18/286 ‘Gallic War, Book 3’
Caesar 1954
‘Gallic War, Book 4’
Caesar 1952
‘Gallic War, Book 7’
Caesar 1956
‘Gallic War Book 5’
Caesar 1932
‘*Gallic War, Book 7*’
Caesar 1931
‘*Caesar’s Gallic War Book 1*’
Caesar 1957
(Part of a series ‘The Alpha Classics’)

D233/18/287 ‘*Roman Life and Letters*’
Bailey, S.K. 1959

D233/18/288 ‘*Erasmus and His Times*’
Facer, G.J. 1951
(Part of a series ‘The Alpha Classics’)

D233/18/289 ‘*Intermediate Latin Revision Tests on Caesar’s Gallic’ War*’
Craddock, H. O. 1930

D233/18/290 ‘*66 Latin Proses reprinted from Leaving Certificate and Matriculation Examination Papers from 1916 to 1949*’

D233/18/291 ‘*Latin Through English*’
Valentine, C.W. 1948

D233/18/292 ‘*Via Vertendi’ – A Latin Unseen Course*’
Young, B.W. M. 1952

D233/18/293 ‘*Easier Latin Sentences*’
Murie, William R 1951

D233/18/294 ‘*Exules Siberiani*’
Broadhead, H.D. circa 1932

D233/18/295 ‘*Select Letter of Cicero*’
Watson, Alberto, 1888

D233/18/296 ‘*A Book of Latin Letters*’
Levens, R.G.C. 1938

D233/18/297 ‘*Horace: Odes*’ *Book 4*
Horace 1932

D233/18/298 ‘*Aeneid, Book 5*’
Vergil 1955 (M.S.C.)

D233/18/299 ‘*Georgics, Book 4*’
Vergil 1956 (M.S.C.)

D233/18/300 ‘*Aeneid, Book 9*’
Vergil 1955 (M.S.C)
‘Aeneid, Book 2’
Vergil
‘Aeneid, Book 11’
Vergil 1964 (Modern School Classics)

D233/18/301  ‘37 Latin Prose and Unseens reprinted from Intermediate Examination Papers 1916-1948’

D233/18/302  ‘Aeneid, Book 1’
Vergil 1893

D233/18/303  ‘Aeneas Trimphant – Aeneid VII – XII’
Virgil, 1955

D233/18/304  ‘Catullus – Selections From the Poems’
Catullus 1942 (Part of a series ‘The Roman World’)

D233/18/305  ‘Vergil’s Aeneid 2’
Vergil 1949
(The Alpha Classics)

D233/18/306  Aeneid Book 2’
Vergil 1891

D233/18/307  ‘Easy Selections From Vergil’
Vergil 1955 (M.S.C.)

D233/18/308  ‘Vergil’s Aeneid Book 4’
Vergil?

D233/18/309  ‘Horace: Epistle Book 1’
Horace 1954

D233/18/310  ‘Historiarum, Book 1,2,21,22’
Livy 1885

D233/18/311  ‘Horace: Selected Odes with Vocabulary’
1938 Horace

D233/18/312  ‘The Odes of Horace, Book 4’
Horace 1933

D233/18/313  ‘Alive on Men’s Lips’ – Rome and the Latin Language’
Pym, Dora and Silver, Nancy 1952

D233/18/314  ‘The Heroides of Ovid, V, VII, X, XII,XIV’
OVID 1948 (A ‘Modern School Classics’ book)
D233/18/315  ‘Cicero’s Second Philippic’  
1889 Cicero

D233/18/316  ‘Poetry and Prose’  
Hodge Barbara J. and Smith, Finchin Chin  
(Part of a series, ‘The Roman World’), 1956

D233/18/317  ‘The Roman Army – Selections from various Latin Authors’  
Millar, C.M. H. 1955 (A.M.S.C)

D233/18/318  ‘An Intermediate Latin Grammar with Exercises’  
Giles, J P and Pfitzner, E.N. 1945

D233/18/319  ‘An Introduction to the Latin Hexameter’  
Cooper, Charles Gordon, 1952

D233/18/320  ‘Latin for Historians’  
Glover, R.F. and Harris, R.W. No date

D233/18/321  ‘More Latin with Laughter’  
Frankenburg, Sydney 1934

‘Latin with Laughter’ 1938  
Frankenburg, Sydney

D233/18/322  ‘Exules Siberiani’  
Broadhead, H.D. ?

D233/18/323  ‘Livy, Legends of Ancient Rome’  
Livy 1895  
‘Part of a series, (‘Elementary Classes’)

D233/18/324  ‘The Shorter Latin Primer’  
Kennedy, B.H.  Circa 1888

D233/18/325  ‘Facilitas’ An Introduction to Latin Prose Compositions’  
Jones, O.E. 1951

D233/18/326  ‘A Word Order Vocabulary to Horace Odes III’  
Bembrick, E.  no date

D233/18/327  ‘A Word-Order Vocabulary to Cicero Pro Milone’  
Bembrick, E  No date

D233/18/328  ‘Hannibal in Defeat – Selections From Livy XXV-XXX’  
Livy 1953 ( A Mod. School Classics)
D233/18/329 ‘A Word-Order Vocabulary to Virgil Aeneid 2’
Bembrick, E. no date

D233/18/330 ‘Catullus-Selections’ Catullus 1920
(Part of the ‘Junior Latin Series’)

D233/18/331 ‘A word Order Vocabulary to Caesar’s Gallic War Book 2, Chapters XV-XXXV, Book 3, Chapters 1 – XXVVI
Bembrick, E.

D233/18/332 ‘A Word-Order Vocabulary to Caesar’s Invasions of Britain!, Book IV Chapters XX-XXXVIII and Book V Chapters I-XXIV
Bembrick, E.

D233/18/333 ‘Vergil – Aeneid Book VI ‘
Vergil circa 1937
(Part of a series’ The Roma Classics’)

D233/18/334 ‘A Word-Order Vocabulary to Livy Book 5’
Bembrick, E. No date

D233/18/335 ‘Latin on the Direct Method’
Rouse, W.H.D. and Appleton, R.G. 1925

D233/18/336 ‘Arnold’s Latin Prose Composition’
Arnold, Thomas Kerchener 1891

D233/18/337 ‘A Practical Introduction to Latin Prose Composition’
Arnold, Thomas Kerchener 1883

D233/18/338 ‘Via Latina – A First Latin Book’
Abbott, Edward A 1896

D233/18/339 ‘A Modern Latin Course, Book 2’
Snook, W.M. 1955

D233/18/340 ‘Latin Unseens From Roman History’
Kennedy, E. C. 1951
(A Modern School Classic)

D233/18/341 ‘Cato to St Jerome-Selections form the first 600 years of Latin Prose’
Gould, E. E. and Whiteley, J.L. 1950
(Modern School Classics)

D233/18/342 ‘The Young Beginner’s First Latin Book’ 1886
Sixth Edition Gutteridge, M.

D233/18/343 ‘Cassivellaunus, Daedalus and Meleager’
1941 Gould, H.E. and Whiteley, J.L.

D233/18/344  ‘A First Latin Course’  
Scott, E. H and Jones, Frank  
circa 1908

D233/18/345  ‘Notes on Latin’  
circa 1950 Glover, R. F.

D233/18/346  ‘A Structural Latin Course, Book 1’  
1951 Lord, H. G.

D233/18/347  ‘The Romans in Britain’ 1954  
Moore, R.W.

D233/18/348  ‘Livy Selections’  
Livy circa 1905  
(Part of a series ‘Arnold’s Latin Texts’)

D233/18/349  ‘Livy – Book 5 Livy 1889 (Part of the Clanedon press series)

D233/18/350  ‘T. Livi Liber XXII’ Livy 1944

D233/18/351  ‘Epaminondas Hannibal, Cato,’ Nepos, Cornelius, 1946

D233/18/352  ‘Cornelii Nepotis Liber De Excellentibus ‘Ducibus’  
Nepos 1859

D233/18/353  ‘Livy Book 1 Livy 1952  
(A Modern School Class)

D233/18/354  ‘Virgil Aeneid 2’  
Vergil 1932

D233/18/355  T. Livi – Liber XXII’  
Livy 1932

D233/18/356  ‘Livy, Book 2’  
Livy 1933 (An ‘Elementary Classic’)

D233/18/357  ‘Livy, Book 5’  
1957 (the Alpha Classics)

D233/18/358  ‘Livy Books 1,2,3,21,22’  
Circa 1849

D233/18  Russian Spanish Italian
D233 Doris Chadwick Collection (History of School Education in Australasia)

D233/18/359  ‘Practical Russian’, Book 1’ 1946
Moore, E.A. and Struve, Gleb

D233/18/360  ‘Page for Russian Translation and Comprehension’ 1947
Macpherson, A.S. and Wissotzky, N

D233/18/361  ‘Modern Spanish for Adults; Part 1 1954
Hughes, J.

D233/18/362  ‘Gli Idioti/The Idiots’ Conrad, Joseph no date
(Part of the ‘Bilingual Series’)

D233/18/363  ‘Capitan Dodero’ Barrili, A.G. No date
(Part of the Bilingual series)

D233/18/364  ‘Cinque Novelette/Five Stories’ Jacobs, W.W.
(Part of the Bilingual Series)

‘D233/18/365 A New Method of Learning to Read, Write and Speak A Language in 6 months, adapted to the Italians………’
1873 Ollendorff, H.G. 6th Ed

D233/18/366  ‘The Lingnaphone Italian Course’ 1925 Medico, G.A. Del

D233/18/367  ‘Italian in 30 Lessons’ 1927 Medico, G.A. del
(Part of Roston’s Pictorial Language Series)